SET UP A NEW OFFICE
BRINGS MANY QUESTIONS

What one needs is:
- A simple box that does it all
- HAS CAREx or AMC
- No risk of obsolescence
- Certified hardware, storage, & applications from enterprise solution leaders
- A single point of contact for support on applications, and hardware issues
- Scalable & transparent plans

What one needs is SmartOffice®
- A one-stop shop for all your optimum connectivity solutions

How it helps:
- One Box. Many Uses
- Multiplier options for extra calling
- SLA-backed
- Reliable bandwidth
- Future-proof
- Financial

Who is it for?
- Any business with 30 - 70 employee
- Someone starting a new business
- Someone moving into a new office
- Someone upgrading legacy infrastructure

Call us to register SmartOffice® and order your business.